Leakage detection is an important issue in many chemical sensing applications. Leakage detection hy thresholds suffers from important drawbacks when sensors have serious drifts or they are affected by cross-sensitivities. Here we present an adaptive method based in a Dynamic Principal Component Analysis that models the relationships between the sensors in the may. In normal conditions a certain variance distribution characterizes sensor signals. However, in the presence of a new source of variance the PCA decomposition changes drastically. In order to prevent the influence of sensor drifts the model is adaptive and it is calculated in a recursive manner with minimum computational effort. The behavior of this technique is studied with synthetic signals and with real signals arising by oil vapor leakages in an air compressor. Results clearly demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
A substantial number of chemical sensing applications can be classified as event detection problems. Problems like leakage detection, filter contamination or spoilage, chemical change detection are all types of applications that share fundamental properties. In some high pressure air industrial applications is necessary to maintain a level of quality in the line. Some of these applications include pharmaceutical industry, food industry, or hospitals.
The residual oil content of wmpressed air in food (mineral water, ice-cream production, etc) and pharmaceutical applications must be monitored and kept to the lowest levels for the customer protection. Unfolhmately, there is a high probability that an air compressor delivers some oil to the pressure line, producing a nondesired contamination of the rest of equipments that use that pressure for their regular daily work. This oil delivery is controlled hy a proper tilter installed in the pressure delivery outlet, protecting the line. Nevertheless, in some circumstances, a breakage of the filter can occur, delivering oil content and producing the contamination of the line.
Smart Gas sensor arrays (sometimes referred as electronic noses) are suitable to be used for sensing the quality of the air in the high pressure line. This approach favors an online analysis and monitoring approach that allows for continuous monitoring of the correct functioning of the compressor filter. A gas sensor array based system provides a pre-emptive alarm as soon as malhctioning occurs. Abnormal functioning can he considered as a strange deviation of the chemical composition of the line pressure.
The early detection of filter breakages has a strong impact on the cost of the application. The time elapsed since the failure is pro21nstitute of Physical Chemistry, University of Tiibingen Auf der Morgenstelle 8,72074-Tiibingen-Germany duced until the line is closed determines the degree of contamination of the line and thus the cost of the line cleaning.
The CMOSSens European project (CMOSSens, IST-1999-10579) aimed the development and characterization of a CMOS based microhotplate gas sensor for different applications. CMOS based technology offers small size, low power consumption, low costs for mass production and possibility of automated coating. 
THEORY
The problem statement can be formulated as the detection of changes in the chemical composition of a target atmosphere in such a way that long term drift does not influence the perfomance of the device. A sensor array is actually a transducer that provides the following transformation, e, drift where a map is done from the number of chemical spices and temperature (c, ... cN, T) onto a higher dimensionality space given hy the number of features extracted from the sensors (XI ... xM). The sensor array will respond to a number of components in the input. Ideally, if we assume that the sensor anay responds linearly to the chemical spices concentration, the number of different sources of variance in the input space (chemicals, temperature and humidity) will be Stmcturally reflected in the data distribution at the output of the sensor array. For instance, variations in only two components within the {ci,T,HR) set will produce a distribution in the feature space of only two components of variance. This distribution will obviously form a two dimensional subspace in feature space. The combined effect of the non-linearity of the gas sensor responses, and the noise influence in the system, will produce a regularization of the subspace to a higher dimension. Notwithstanding, this effect on the sensor array extracted features can be assumed small if the variations of temperature and humidity and the variations in the chemical composition of the headspace are assumed locally small.
On the other hand, gas sensor drift will have a different effect on the distribution of the data in feature space, In our example with variation of only two components, the two-dimensional cloud in feature space will evolve. This evolution produces changes in both, the mean position of the samples distribution in this subspace (as drift affects the baseline and response to a given chemical) and the orientation of this distribution in the subspace (as the sensibility of the sensor array is also modified by drift effects 
ADAPTIVE DYNAMIC PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS
Principal Components Analysis @CA), also known as KarhunenLoeve expansion in information theory [12,13,14], is a analysis of variance technique very common in chemometrics that has been used, very extensively, for visualization purposes of gas sensor array distribution data. PCA is an unsupervised projection that computes an orthogonal subspace that is oriented in such a way that this given subspace explains most of the variance given by the dataset. PCA subspace can be computed by finding the eigenvectors ofthe covariance distribution of the data.
C y = ATZ.,A = A
where I\ is a diagonal matrix, E, is the covariance of the data in the, feature space, c y is the covariance of the data in the projected subspace. A is a projection'matrix such that 2 , becomes a diagonal mamx A in the projected space.
In the example exposed in the introduction where we had N sounes of variance in the data, the subspace obtained would have N orthogonal eigenvectors,( a,; i = 1, .... N ). With these subspace representation we would be able to explain most of the data,
with a low error 
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In an online application like early leak detection, we are provided by continuous stream of data, instead of a finite set of samples. 
Algorithm characterization
In the following sections we want to evaluate the ROC sensibility provided by different algorithms. For that goal a number of small events should be generated in order to measure the discrimination power of each algorithm. Unfortunately it is not possible to generate small doses with present setup. For these reason a two-step approach is taken for the evaluation of the performance of ADPCA. First, random small events ,will be generated over continuous real data stream like shown in Figure 4 in order to evaluate sensibility of the methods. On a second step, ADPCA detection will be tested on long term data under drift conditions and real events. First, artificial abrupt changes are generated in 12 hour real data. We compare ADPCA, EWFA, Static PCA and level-triggered signals over single sensors conductance. A plot of 12 hour continuous data is shown in Figure 4 . In order to understand the behavior of different approaches we generate an artificial event on the 12-hour signals, which is shown around the sixth hour in the same figure. This event is generated virtual events are generated from the following form:
I,, = ImnS,(l -e"')
I
where I , , is the intensity of the event, T is the time constant of the event and S, is the sensibility of the sensor, which varies randomly (and independently) for each sensor and event within the range [-a,;O], where a, is the sensor variance in the whole acquisition (here this has been computed over a I2 hours period). Virtual events with intensity smaller than a, will be difficult to detect since they are on the order of magnitude of the sensor variability under normal conditions. In this analysis, we have processed the resistance signals so events are characterized by a decrease of the signals. In the synthetic experiments one hundred events at Imax=l were generated in each simulation whose posiiim Wrs) As expected, the different eigenvalues (in decreasing order) retrieved by EWFA give increasing recognition rates. The first eigenvalue (diagonal in the ROC of Figure 3 left) has no recognition power as it captures the'evolution of the data probably due to small fluctuations in temperature and humidity. Nevertheless the thud eigenvalue provides the highest quality ROC curve. This fact confirms, to a certain degree, that the first two components of variance captured by the array are not related to the problem, and strengths the hypothesis that ADPCA should consider only two principal components. Static PCA did not provide meaningful results with low-intensity events, defined as I-<l (as shown in Figure 4 (hottom)), while ADCPA outperformed clearly EWFA in capturing low intensity data events. These results can he compared with the selection of the sensor conductance as a detector.
The ROC plot produced by the sensors will provide the optimum level trigger in conductance. As shown in Figure 3 (right), the sensors itself produce poor levels of event recognition. This fact suggests that the combined information of different sensors is a better approach than the use of a single sensor, and effectively detect new events.
Long term data analysis
The experimental setup depicted in the previous section permits to dose arbitrary amount of oil content into the pressure line. The oil is in form of aerosol and controlled by needle a valve mounted in bypass to the oil separator. The ideal dataset we expect to have is continuous stream of sensor readout with controlled oil doses evenly generated with time. The amount of events should be rather high in order to have a statistical meaningful filter design and still have data for validation purposes.
Unfortunately, the procedure of generating data with real events is complex, slow and expensive, and impedes the creation of long term data with a representative amount of events on it. In order to overcome this situation an alternative approach is taken in order to find the optimum filter design, suitable for real data analysis.
The basis of the approach is to design a controlled experiment with real data and real oil dosing and build a model of this data. This model capture the random oscillation found in the signal and the effect of the oil dose. This model will permit arbitrary generation of long-term sensor signals and the optimization of the detector with real-like events. We used a linear ARX ([20, 211 model for capturing the sensor array evolution with increasing doses of oil content. The output of the array will he given by
A , y ( T ) + A , y ( T -l ) + . . . A , y ( T -n ) = = B,u(t) + B,(t -T ) +...+ B,(t -T ) +e(T)
where Ai On the other hand the adaptive nature of ADPCA provides drift robustness as drift is typically a long time constant process. As ADPCA will find sources of variance only in the time-window segment of length L. the PCA subspace will adapt slowly following the evolution of the drift effect. These reasons explain that a residual analysis of an adaptive variance model provides good results at detecting new chemicals in the headspace, while rejecting slow drift variations of the sensor a m y calibration. Nevertheless a number of issues are still to be explored. The modeling of the sensor array is a simple linear model and may not reflect the intrinsic non-linear behavior of metal oxide sensors. On the other hand, ADPCA would trigger an alarm when any new chemical appears in the headspace. It is known that in ROA applications they may appear relatively high concentrations of CO that could trigger the ADPCA alarm. Further methods should be considered for the correct discrimination of the oil aerosols from other compounds present at the air intake of the compressor. These methods should be based in the adaptive nature of ADPCA in order to maintain a reasonable drift rejection effect.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the use of a novel adaptive approach based in sliding window variance analysis namely Adaptive Dynamic Principal Component Analysis is proposed for online gas array applications. This method has been compared against Evolving Window Factor Analysis and the static version of PCA with favorable results. The use of signal processing methods like ADPCA for online chemical detection provides much better and reliable results than the use of conductance level-based detection. Furthermore, ADPCA has proven to be very robust against heavy drift thanks to its adaptive nature when the filter is properly design.
